
Your Agent
Choose a name and code name (based on the 
letter of your cell), occupation and 5 skills or 
talents (these are broad fields of knowledge 
or skills rather than specific specialisations). 
Describe your Agent.

Sample skills and talents: Arts & Crafts, 
Athletic, Breaking & Entering, Brawling, 
Demolitions, Disguise, Drive, Firearms, First 
Aid/Medicine, Forgery, Hacker, Humanities, 
Linguistically Gifted, Mechanically Inclined, 
Occultist, Photographer, Pilot, Science 
(type), Survivalist.

Insanity
Your Insanity starts at 1. When you see 
something disturbing, roll your Insanity die. 
If you get higher than your Insanity, add 1 to 
your Insanity and roleplay your fear.

Suppressing 
Knowledge
When your Insanity reaches 5, you may now 
reduce it by suppressing Mythos knowledge: 
for example, burning books, stopping 
rituals, destroying yourself or impeding 
investigation.

Each time you do this, roll your Insanity 
Die. If you get less than your current Insanity, 
decrease your Insanity by 1. And you may 
continue suppressing Mythos knowledge 
when your Insanity drops below 5.

Going Insane
When your Insanity reaches 6, you go 
incurably insane. This is a special moment: 
everyone focusses on your character’s last 
moments as their mind breaks. Go out 
however you want: fight, scream, run or 
collapse.

Afterwards, either make a new character 
or continue playing, madly, but retire the 
character as soon as you can.

Doing Things
To know how well you do at something, roll:

 S One die if the task is within human 
capabilities.

 S One die if it’s within your occupational 
expertise.

 S One die if it’s within the sphere of one 
of your Skills or Talents.

 S Your Insanity or Injury die, if you will 
risk your sanity or harm to succeed.

If your Insanity die rolls higher than any 
other die, make an Insanity roll, as above.

When you’re prepared to risk injury to 
succeed (and when this makes sense), add 
your Harm die to success rolls. If it rolls 
higher than any other die, make a Harm roll, 
see Harm below. (You can’t do this if you’re 
also adding your Insanity die.)

Then your highest die shows how well you 
do. On a 1, you barely succeed. On a 6, you 
do brilliantly.

When you investigate, the highest die 
shows how much information you get. On 
a 1, you get the bare minimum: if you need 
information to proceed with the scenario, 
you get it, but that’s all you get. On a 4, 
you get whatever a competent Agent would 
discover. On a 5, you discover everything 
humanly possible. And, on a 6, you may 
glimpse beyond human knowledge (and 
probably make an Insanity roll).

Failing
If the Keeper thinks it would more 
interesting if you failed, they describe how 
you might fail and roll a die. (They can’t 
do this if you’re investigating and you must 
succeed for the scenario to proceed).

Depending upon how difficult an action is 
deemed to be up to 3 fail die may be rolled. 
A difficult action may only get 1 fail die 
whilst an impossible seeming one may get 3.

If the Keeper’s highest die rolls higher than 
your highest die, you fail, in the way they 
described. If not, you succeed as before, 
with your highest die showing how well you 
succeed.

Rerolling
If you included your Insanity die in the roll 
and you’re not happy with the result, you 
may reroll (all the dice). If you didn’t include 
your Insanity die before, you may add it now 
and reroll.

Afterwards, look at the new result. As before, 
the highest die shows how well you do. If 
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your Insanity Die rolls higher than any other 
die, make an Insanity roll, even if you made 
one after your previous roll.

Co-operating 
and Competing

To cooperate: everyone who is cooperating 
rolls their dice. The highest die, rolled by 
anyone, determines the outcome.

To compete: everyone who is competing 
rolls their dice. Whoever gets highest wins. 
If it’s a tie, the person with highest Insanity 
wins. If Insanity is tied, reroll.

As before, if your Insanity die rolls higher 
than any other die you roll, make an Insanity 
roll. And, if anyone is not happy with their 
roll, they may reroll, using the rules above.

Multiple Rolls
Split important rolls into three. For example, 
escaping from capture could be resolved 
with three rolls. For each roll, describe part 
of the escape.

Failing two out of three rolls means the 
whole thing fails. So does failing the third 
and final roll.

Investigating 
the Mythos

When you investigate the Mythos, the 
highest die shows exactly how much 
information you get.

1. A single word or phrase. If you need 
information to proceed with the 
scenario, you get that, but no more.

2. A brief sentence.

3. The basic facts.

4. The full facts.

5. The full facts, plus an item of human 
knowledge.

 S Something that human knowledge 
cannot explain.

 S A strange history.

 S A whispered legend.

 S A reference in ancient texts.

 S A connection to remote foreign 
parts.

 S A connection to strange religious 
practices.

 S The similarity to previous events.

6. The full facts, plus an item beyond 
human knowledge.

 S Something monstrous and alien.

 S A connection to other planets.

 S A connection to blasphemous 
creatures.

 S A suggestion of vast intelligence.

 S What happened millions of years 
ago.

 S What the creatures plan to do.

 S A dread name.

 S The harm the creature did.

 S Something monstrous and alien.

Some Guidance
When someone investigates the Mythos, 
think what a competent Agent would 
uncover. That’s what you get when the high 
die is a four.

When the high die is less than 4, pare that 
information down. When it’s more than 4, 
add the additional facts given in the bullet 
points. (Either invent them on the fly or 
write them in your scenario.)

If in doubt, go for the first bullet point in 
each list. You can also discover facts in these 
bullet points by investigating them directly. 
For example, if you perform chemical 
analysis on an alien globule, you would 
discover a connection to other planets, 
without rolling a 6 as your highest die.

And, to be clear, these rules only apply 
when investigating the Mythos. In other 
investigations, where there is nothing beyond 
human knowledge to discover, 6s simply 
indicate a fully successful investigation.

Drawbacks
When any die rolls a 1 in an investigation, 
choose a drawback:

 S A deep sense of dread.

 S It grows late.

 S Someone suffers harm.

 S Someone becomes noticed.

 S Someone glimpses something horrific.

 S Someone is touched, or realises they 
have been touched, by the Mythos.

 S Someone realises they have said too 
much.

The “someone” may be an Agent or an NPC.

Harm
Your Injury starts at 1. When you are 
assaulted or suffer harm from misadventure, 
roll your Injury die. If you roll higher than 
your current Injury, add 1 to your rating 
and describe the harm you suffer. As your 
Injury increases, your Agent’s condition 
will worsen, and while they will eventually 
become numb to minor pains and bruises, 
they will still be quite vulnerable to more 
lethal wounds.

When your Injury reaches 6, you die. 
Describe the bloody mess that is left of your 
Agent. Is your demise gruesome enough to 
disturb your fellows, forcing them to make 
Insanity rolls? You get to decide. Afterwards, 
make a new character. This new Agent is 
recruited to the cell by A cell: briefly describe 
the Agents brush with the mythos and his 
induction into the conspiracy.

Combat can be quite deadly, much the fault 
of weapons that tear flesh and shatter bone 
with impunity:

 S If you are attacked with melee weapons 
(small blades, clubs, etc.) or are involved 
in a brawl, roll your Injury die as 
normal, but make sure to appropriately 
colour your description based on the 
type of assault.

 S If you suffer a dangerous attack or harm 
(handguns, car accidents, etc.), an 
Injury roll lower than your rating adds 
1, while a higher roll adds 2.
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 S With deadly attacks and harm (rifles, 
shotguns, machineguns, being hit by a 
speeding car, etc.), an Injury roll lower 
than your rating adds 2, while a higher 
roll adds 3.

 S Anything more dangerous than that 
(hit by a train, explosions, etc.), and 
you will be dead outright.

Combat
Combat usually occurs between humans; 
however Agents can choose to engage with 
mythos races but should they chose to try 
and engage with a mythos deity they simply 
die, graphically.

Everyone who’s fighting rolls dice. Agents 
roll:

 S One die if it’s within human capabilities 
(if you’re using a gun, it is; if you’re 
using a spell, it isn’t).

 S One die if you have a combat orientated 
skill or talent.

 S One die if the creature is particularly 
vulnerable to your weapon.

 S Your Insanity die, if you want.

Non-human adversaries roll between 3 to 4 
die at the Keepers discretion.

Now, start with the person who rolled 
highest. They choose someone to harm. (If 
it’s a tie, they both choose someone to harm 
and it happens simultaneously.) Next, the 
person who rolls second-highest chooses 
someone to take harm. And continue 
counting down, in order of highest die, but 
the person who rolls lowest doesn’t do harm.

The above combat rolls are opposed. 
Humans get a single die to roll against 
an aggressor whilst mythos creatures and 
entities get between 1 to 3 dice at the 
Keeper’s discretion.

Resources
This is a single dice for the whole cell which 
can be used to obtain resources either from 
an Agent’s parent agency or from Delta 
Green (usually through A cell, friendlies and 
green boxes), it starts at 1. If it gets to 6 your 
cover is blown.

When you request something, roll the cell’s 
Resource die.

If you get higher than the current Resource 
rating, add 1 to the cell’s Resource and 
roleplay the bad luck, discovery or poor 
tradecraft.

When the cell’s Resources rating reaches 5, 
you may reduce it by covering things up: 
for example destroying evidence, falsifying 
records or liquidating witnesses.

Each time you do this, roll cell’s Resource 
die. If you get less than the current Resource 
rating, decrease the Resource rating by 1. 
And you may continue covering things up 
when the Resource rating drops below 5.

Car Chases
In car chases the distance between vehicles 
is measured in lengths, the pursued want 
to increase the number of lengths whilst the 
pursuers want to decrease the number of 
lengths. Car chases start at 3 to 8 lengths. 
Once the number of lengths exceeds 10 the 
chase ends.

Car chases use opposed rolls, if the pursuer 
wins then the number of lengths decreases 
by the difference in the rolls, whilst if the 
pursued wins the roll the number of lengths 
is increased by the difference in the die. If 
there is a tie then the number of lengths 
stays the same.

Once the number of lengths is reduced to 1 
or less, the pursuer can make an additional 
opposed roll to try force the pursued car off 
the road or force it to stop.

Other clarifications
 S Things within human capabilities 
include: picking locks, finding Ry’leh, 
deciphering carvings, remembering 
something, spotting something 
concealed, rationalising something 
horrific.

 S Things outside human capabilities 
include: casting spells, understanding 
hidden meaning, doing things in 
dreams. You can try such things if you 
have the opportunity: for example, 
if you sense patterns, you can try to 
follow them. However, you won’t get 
the “within human capabilities” die, 
and might just roll your Insanity die.

 S A high success never short-circuits the 
investigation: That is, it never takes you 
to the end of the scenario, skipping 
everything in between. Thus, in the 
example above: even if you rolled a 
6 while searching your great-uncle’s 
personal effects, you would not find the 
coordinates of Ry’leh, where Cthulhu 
sleeps.

 S When you make an Insanity Roll and 
succeed, getting your Insanity or lower, 
this means you keep it together, not that 
you are fine. When you fail, getting 
higher than your Insanity, you fail to 
keep it together.

Advancement
At the end of a session you will receive 
between 1 to 2 advancement points. 
Advancement points can be used to:

 S Reduce Sanity by 1 at a cost of 2 
advancement points.

 S Gain a new skill or talent at a cost of 10 
advancement points.


